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on to the creative talent in the wake of the broadcast service's recent cuts. BBC bosses hope the new investment will help keep a
string of top stars onside at a time when the corporation has also had to negotiate for the rights to a number of hugely popular
licensed characters such as The Doctor and the Lone Ranger. "I think they [BBC Studios bosses] are really serious," an insider

told The Daily Telegraph. "It is all about keeping the biggest names [on the box office] and the biggest production budgets." The
plan, which will be announced today, is based on BBC2's success with programmes such as the X Factor and Strictly Come

Dancing, which have been cited as possible models for the initiative. The Daily Telegraph understands that major stars will get a
bigger paycheck and the new scheme will also allow for the filming of bigger budget shows. The move will also help the

corporation fight off Hollywood, which has used the lure of bigger paycheques to lure the likes of Tom Hanks and Kate Winslet
to the big screen. The BBC is also to inject a further £175m into the World Service to keep up with the rise in popularity of

podcasting and other digital formats. The extra investment comes on top of a previous pledge of £130m for 2012 and 2013. A
leading industry source said: "It is like what [BBC2] has done with Strictly and the X Factor. It is about making sure you get the
best stars you can."// Copyright 2013 The Go Authors. All rights reserved. // Use of this source code is governed by a BSD-style

// license that can be found in the LICENSE file. // +build darwin freebs 82157476af
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